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Abstract
An algorithm is presented here that approximates a given swface A by a set of regular or semi-regular faces forming a polyhedron C. If the
faces are all square, C assumes the aspect of a 'blocked' swface. It is also possible to say that C is a swface constructed of only a limited
number of possible configurations of edges incident with a vertex. It is shown that if square faces are used, C approximates A within r v3,
where r = length of the edge of the square face. The advantages are discussed of describing A numerically rather than analytically.
Technical details of the computer procedure adopted with the algorithm are commented upon. The time complexity is given as kme, where
e = number of edges in C and m = number of elements descnbing A. Applied to closed surfaces, the algorithm can be used to solve the
problem of packing solids in a given volume. For an open swface the algorithm produces a closed C that encloses A on all sides.

I. Introduction
The algorithm presented in this paper solves the problem of approximating a given closed swface A by a polyhedric swface C.
The closed swface A to be approximated is called here the
'primitive'. The approximation C is a polyhedric swface whose
vertices belong to a finite number ofclasses. Each class includes all
vertices in C with the same spatial distribution of incident edges.
With some additional simple operations, the algorithm can also be
used to solve the problem of packing the volume enclosed by the
primitive A with regular or semiregular solids of a limited number
of shapes.
Since the solution C will have to approximate a closed swface, it
will have to be closed as well. It follows that the simplest approach
for an automated procedure would be to choose as swface elements
for C the faces of a space-filling solid, which will ensure that all
adjacent faces in C will join exactly without gaps.
To further simplify the automated procedure, the solid should be as
regular as possible. The two simplest space-filling solids are the
cube and a semi-regular set of tetrahedra. The cube as a base for C
has the advantage of simplicity; its square faces can be chosen to be
parallel to the e<r<>rdinate planes, and all its elements are equal.
On the other hand a grid or swface constructed of square faces only
is strongly anisotropic and the number of classes of vertices somewhat limited. A swface built up of triangular faces from semiregular tetrahedra exhibits much better homogeneity and is much richer
in possible distributions of edges in space. Therefore a swface built
up of triangles will approximate the primitive closer and more
smoothly, but the corresponding computer procedure, especially
the geometry routines, will be far more complex than when square
faces are used.
In the algorithm reported here the basic elements are square faces.
However most of the routines, i.e. all of them apart from the exceptions mentioned, can be applied to the solution with semi-regular
triangular faces. The necessary changes in the main procedure to
make it applicable to triangular faces will be mentioned in the text

As a reader will anticipate and verify from the diagrams at the end
of this paper, swfaces built up of only square faces appear to
consist of blocks. Hence the use of the terms 'blocked polyhedra' or
'blocked swface'.
The primitive A can be thought of as being embedded in a cubic
grid formed by three sets of equidistant planes parallel to the three
e<r<>rdinate planes. The distance between parallel planes is r, the
resolution of the grid. Therefore the elements of the grid are cubes
with edges of length r. On the other hand, the triangular grid is
formed by four sets of planes parallel to the four faces of a regular
tetrahedron (see [I], p.253).
Swface C will be formed by certain faces of the grid, chosen so that
no face of C will intersect A and so that the distance from any face
ofC to A will be less than r v3. An irregularity in the primitive may
not be evident in C if its magnitude does not exceed r.

2. The Primitive
The algorithm could accept the primitive A as an analytical swface
A= t'{xJ; i = l, 2, 3. In this case the intersection procedure that
must be included in the algorithm would have to compute the coordinates of the points of intersection between A and edges of the
grid, for which purpose the functions
"1 = fu(x.,Xw); u,v,w = 1,2,3; u ,;f v; u ,;f w
would have to be available to the procedure. This would entail the
preparation of a specific subroutine to compute those explicit
solutions for every A intended as primitive. Furthermore, many interesting swfaces are not analytical, and to describe them in such a
way could in tum introduce greater complexity into the intersection
subroutines. Consequently, in order to simplify the algorithm while
widening its field of application, the algorithm was prepared for
primitives defined numerically. These primitives, again for the sake
of simplicity, are expected in the form of triangulations, i.e. each is
given by a set of n vertices P with e<r<>rdinates

X;(Pi); i

= 1,2,3; j = 1, ... ,n

and a set of m triangular faces
T;(Pi); i =l, ... , m.

If the primitive is analytical, the algorithm could still be used by
first triangularizing A by any of the currently available computer
programs, an approach which has the advantage that it obviates
both computation of the explicit solutions of A and preparation of
the corresponding ad hoc subroutines. However, it must be stressed
here that, for certain simple and symmetrical primitives, such as a
sphere, in which the three explicit solutions are all analogous, the
use of an analytical instead of a numerical description of A in the
algorithm greatly simplifies its design and reduces its running time.

3. The Algorithm
In what follows the expression 'cell-intersected' is frequently used.
The tenn indicates that the referred cubic cell has at least one
square face which is intersected by one or more of the triangles T.
The intersection of a square and a triangle in space is merely a
special case of the intersection of two polyhedra, a problem so
familiar that it does not merit any additional reference. In this
context it is then possible to say that all the cubic cells in the domain
of A can be classified as belonging to a class IC of intersected cells
or to a class NC of non-intersected cells.
In successive iterations the algorithm constructs C by adding new
faces along the open border of the set of faces already established.
The new faces are selected according to the conditions mentioned
above: they must not intersect any T and the distance from a face to
the nearest T must be less than rv 13.
First a cell C, is located which intersects A. C 1 is found by scanning
the cells lying against one side of the mini-max box enclosing A and
next to the region where A registers an absolute maximum or
minimum. If in the neighbourhood of C 1 the primitive is rather flat,
four faces of C 1 will be intersected (Fig. I).

Figure I. Intersection of triangular faces of T and faces of C 1•

Otherwise, and depending on the orientation and magnitude of the
edges ofT relative tor in the region, from one to five faces could be
intersected. In any case, one of the non-intersected faces, the first to
be detected, is chosen as the starting face of C. It is called the' seed'.
The algorithm uses three arrays for edges and one array for faces.
Array OE contains the edges in the current cycle open border. In
ON are stored the new edges created during the current iteration,
which edges will fonn the open border during the next cycle. Array
OP contains the edges belonging to pairs of faces already accepted
as part ofC. These faces will be stored in array F. All these edge
arrays and the face array are empty at first.
The four edges of the seed and pointers to the seed are next stored in
array OE. The seed and reciprocal pointers to its edges in OE are
stored in array F. At this stage array OE contains four items while
array F will contain one, after which the algorithm continues with
the following steps for edge OEi (i = 1):
(1) Edge processing of OEi. This includes the following.
(a) Retrieval of Fk to which OE; belongs, by using the reciprocal pointer.
(b) Construction around OEi of a set of four cells CE. Four
faces of CE share OE;. As will be shown later, each face
stored in F belongs to a cell in IC. Therefore one of the cells in
CE that shares Fk must also be in IC. It will also be shown
later that the other cell sharing Fk is in NC. To indicate this
fact, it can be said that F°' is a 'separating' face, because it
separates one cell in IC from another cell in NC.
Let cell I (IE IC) and cell IV (IVE NC) be separated by Fk.
The other two cells in CE may belong to any of the two
classes. They are denoted here by II and III. In the case where
a triangular grid is used, a variable number of tetrahedra (between four and six) should be constructed around the edge
OE;. The number depends on the spatial orientation of OE;.
(c) Search for another separating face F Q in CE which belongs
to OE;.
There must be at least one such separating face other than F k·
If both II and III are in IC, then FQ is the other face in IV. This
situation is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2( a), where the set
of cells CE are projected against a plane perpendicular to OE;,
the four faces having OE; as common edge being shown as
four thick lines, while OEi is represented by a point. Cells in
NC are left blank, while cells in IC are cross-hatched.
If only one of cells II and III is in IC, it must be the one
adjoining I (Fig. 2(b)). Otherwise the primitive would either
pass through the edge OE; or it would have two very close
branches (closer than r), leaving a gap that the algorithm could
not detect (Fig. 2( d)): The first alternative is avoided because
the intersection algorithm would have previously classified
cell IV in IC as it did with I and then F k would not have been
selected and stored in F. If both II and III are in NC, F Q will
belong to I (Fig. 2(c)). Thus in the cases illustrated in Figs.
2(a), (b) and (c), there is in CE only one separating face F 0
other than F k· In case (d) there are two such separating faces.
The one chosen is that belonging to cell I. The algorithm will
find the same relative distribution of separating faces when
edge OE1 is encountered again as part of a face created from
the right (in Fig. 2( d) ). In this case the algorithm will resolve
the situation by selecting as F Q the next separating face to
what is now cell I, which is precisely the separating face disregarded when OE; was first processed. It must be noted that
the edge OEi when processed the second time is in the same
spatial location as when first processed, but is an altogether
different element in the logical structure describing C.
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Figure 2(a) to 2(d). Positions of the separating face FQ.

(d) The separating face F Q is admitted as part of C and stored
in array F, together with pointers to its three edges other than
OE;, These three edges are compared with the edges stored in
arrays OE and ON. If they are already in either OE or ON,
they are deleted from these arrays and stored in OP, otherwise
they are stored in ON.
(e) The process continues for edge 0Ei+ 1 with step 1. If0Ei
was the last element in OE, the process continues with the
next step.
(f) Array ON is now considered. Ifitis not empty, its contents
are moved to array OE, and array ON is cleared. Then step 1
and subsequent steps are executed for OE 1• An empty ON
array means that there are no more new open edges and that
the surface C, fully described by the arrays OP and F, has
been completed.
Now it is evident that
( i) The two cells I and IV in CE must belong to different classes,
since all faces in array F are separating faces.
(ii) C will never be further away from A than the distance r ,13
since all its faces belong to cells in IC.
(iii) C will never intersect any Tin the primitive, otherwise some
face in F would belong to two cells both in IC and this contradicts corollary (i). Therefore, ifC is always close to A (closer
than r, .· 3) and never intersects it, it can be said with certainty
that C approximates A.

4. The Time Complexity and Technicalities
If e is the number of edges in C, it is evident that the time
complexity will be proportional to e. And since the processing of.
one edge involves intersection checks with all T in A, it is also
evident that the complexity will be proportional to m as well. The
product em is multiplied by a very large factor k, since, as
explained, for each edge processed, the algorithm constructs four
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cells with eighteen faces, all of them but one being checked against
the m triangles T. In order to reduce this factor, a procedure was
added to the algorithm, which sorts the triangles according to their
positions in space and stores them in M large cells (large compared
with r). When checking a square face against A, the intersection
procedure first positions the square face into the corresponding
large cell and then uses only the triangles T stored in that particular
large cell. The factor is in this way in the ratio 1/M.
Given a certain amount of computer memory and benefiting from
the fact that relatively few elements of C are active simultaneously
during the process, it is possible to generate blocked surfaces with
many more elements than would have been possible if that fact
were ignored. Since only the elements next to the open border are
active, the computer procedure that incorporates the algorithm
described here uses two sets of double buffers, one for edges and
one for faces. The buffers are alternatively filled and emptied; if
their lengths are defined correctly, the active elements will always
be available in memory. The maximum number of elements active
in memory can be estimated as double the number of elements in
the longest diameter in C. Since edges are created twice as fast as
faces, the edge buffers will have to be twice as long as the buffers for
faces.

5. The Generated Surface
Nothing has been said so far about the position of C with respect to
A, i.e. whether C is inside or outside A. Indeed the algorithm has no
means of determining this, nor are any data available to it that could
be used for such determination, such as an extra point that would
not belong to P. Thus two different surfaces C 1 and C 2 can be
obtained from the same A, one in its 'inner' space and the other in
the 'outer' space. Which surface is used, is decided upon when the
first face is selected from the seed cell. If two non-intersected faces
are present in the seed, one would originate C 1 and the other C 2•
The condition that A be a closed surface is not strictly required for
producing C. However, if A is not a closed surface, the approximation would be in a sense double, since C will enclose A on all sides
and will not exhibit the holes, open edges or gaps present in A. This
behaviour of the algorithm is illustrated in Figs. 3( a) and (b ), where
A is a plane oblong surface and C has approximated it in the shape
of a flat case. If the oblong surface is inclined with respect to the coordinate planes, as in 3(c), the corresponding approximation assumes the form of a double staircase, Fig. 3( d). It is evident then,
that applied to open surfaces, the algorithm goes beyond solving the
packing problem referred to in the introduction of this paper. Other
examples ofblocked surfaces are shown in Fig. 4 (sphere) and Fig.
5 ( doughnut).

6. Classes and Vertices
If no distinction is possible between the inside and outside of C,
only five spatial configurations of vertices exist in a blocked surface, as follows.
Class A: vertices with three incident edges;
Class B: vertices with four incident edges, all on a plane;
Class C: as for B, but edges at right angles to each other;
Class D: vertices with five edges;
Class E: vertices with six edges.
These five classes of vertices are indicated in Fig. 6. If the number
of classes were to be increased, it would be necessary to distinguish
between convex and concave configuration of vertices, an extension which would require some definition to distinguish between
the inside and outside ofC, or the recognition of the configurations
of other vertices in the neighbourhood of each one.
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Figures 3(a) to 3(d). Solutions when the primitive is an open surface.

Figure 4. Approximation to a sphere.
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3(c)
Figure 5. Approximation to a doughnut.

7. Uses
Having read this far, the reader may possibly be wondering what
use could be made of this algorithm or of the blocked surfaces. The
writer must confess that he has failed in finding other than the two
mentioned in the title of the paper. Nevertheless these surfaces
seem to be very intriguing structures. Perhaps they may be used in
some new discipline or in extensions of an already established one,
such as pattern recognition. The writer is tempted to suggest that
the number of vertices in each class could perhaps be used as an
indication of the shape of the approximated surface, or that the
blocked structures, which can be regarded as 3D digital pictures,
could be elements for testing techniques of recognition or representation. Instances of such 3D digital pictures are computer-generated tomograms, see [2), of which blocked surfaces can be considered synthetic or ideally perfect models.
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